A bio-inspired autopilot is presented, in which body saccadic and intersaccadic systems are combined. This autopilot enables a simulated hovercraft to travel along corridors comprising L-junctions, U-shaped and Sshaped turns, relying on minimalistic motion vision cues alone without measuring its speed or distance from walls, in much the same way as flies and bees manage their flight in similar situations. The saccadic system responsible for avoiding frontal collisions triggers yaw body saccades with appropriately quantified angles based simply on a few local optic flow measurements, giving the angle of incidence with respect to a frontal wall. The simulated robot negotiates stiff bends by triggering body saccades to realign its trajectory, thus traveling parallel with the wall along a corridor comprising sharp turns. Direct comparison shows that the performance of this new body saccade-based autopilot closely resembles the behavior of a fly using similar body saccade strategy when flying along a corridor with an S-shaped turn, despite the huge differences in terms of the inertia.
Introduction
Searching for inspiration from flying insects is an attractive approach because these creatures' flying skills have been perfected during several hundred million years of evolution. Flying insects have been found to rely mainly on the optic flow (OF) [1, 2] , which can be defined as the ratio between their relative speed and their distance from obstacles in the surrounding environment [3] . Specialized neurons called lobula plate tangential cells (LPTCs) seem to serve as wide-field OF sensors in head stabilization and visual guidance processes (Flies: [4, 5] ;
Honeybees: [6] ; see review [7] ). In addition, the trajectories of flies [8] [9] [10] [11] and bees [12] have been found to usually consist of straight flight sequences interspersed with rapid turns termed saccades. Intersaccadic sequences, in which flying insects move in the purely translation mode, enable the LPTCs to assess the purely translational OF, which depends on several parameters including their distance from objects. Some biomimetic experiments were performed to better understand how the intersaccadic interval (ISI) contributes to flying insects' behavior, assuming that intersaccadic system results in a constant forward speed [13, 14] .
Few studies have been performed using evolutionary approaches (se review [15] ) in which it has been attempted to use only a few pixels to generate obstacle avoidance behavior based on visual motion cues, however the OF was not eventually used after (evolving for) 20 generations [16] . Simulations have been performed using a minimalistic OF approach to 3-D obstacle avoidance problems, taking very little into account the dynamic and closed-loop aspects [17] .
It was recently suggested using a biorobotic approach that honeybees' wall-following behavior may involve the use of a dual OF regulator combined with a heading lock system [18] , which makes a robot follow lateral walls and keep its speed proportional to the width of the corridor (Eq. 15 in [19] ). This lateral OF regulation principle may explain how flying insects are able to control their speed depending on the narrowness of the environment [20] [21] [22] [23] while avoiding walls [1, 24] when travelling along straight and tapered corridors, keeping a straight course.
However, flying insects are perfectly able to fly along a straight corridor without their body being perfectly aligned with the corridor axis [24, 25] : honeybees can collect a reward at the end of straight and apparent Lshaped corridors by adjusting their course appropriately [26] , and flies can avoid frontal obstacles encountered in a circular arena [8, 9] and travel along a corridor with an S-shaped turn [27] . These ethological findings cannot be explained solely in terms of a dual OF regulator coupled to a heading lock system maintaining a straight course [18] .
The so-called 'OF balance' hypothesis initially put forward to explain bees' centering behavior [1] has been implemented in a large number of visually guided wheeled robots [28] [29] [30] [31] travelling along various corridors, including even some with bends [29, 30] and L-junctions [30, 31] , but none of these robots were able to cope with U-turns or S-shaped turns, as far as we know. Other collision-avoidance algorithms based on the OF have been implemented onboard microflyers [32] [33] [34] using a series of open-loop commands to trigger saccades to avoid frontal obstacles. Most of these previous robotic solutions required thousands of pixels. In other studies, the robots had only one or two degrees of freedom (DOFs) [13, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] or they were endowed with OF-based guidance systems based on very slow OFs of less than 70°/s [31, 33, 34] .
In our quest to explain how free-flying insects behavior in complex corridors, we equipped our Simulated Fully Actuated Hovercraft (SFAH) with a bio-inspired autopilot controlling each of its DOFs on the basis of the OF at levels of 90°/s and even more. The novel collision-avoidance algorithm developed for this purpose estimates the angle of incidence î between the robot and a frontal obstacle using just two local OF measurements, which are made in the frontal part of the field of view (FOV). An additional parameter, the OF divergence [35] , is used to trigger yaw saccades of an appropriate amplitude to prevent any crash. The strategy presented here differs from those developed elsewhere in several respects:
• the robot's speed is variable: our SFAH moves at variable forward and side speeds during the ISI, as found to occur in free-flying insects [10, [20] [21] [22] [23] , and concomitantly decelerates and drifts sideway during the body saccades [10, 27] .
• the amplitude of the body saccades is variable: it can be estimated quantitatively and adjusted continuously (from -90° to +90°), as occurs in many free-flying insects [8, 9, 11, 12, 27] : this is done here by computing just a few local OF values in order to make the robot's trajectory run parallel to the wall, thus enabling it to negotiate a corridor comprising sharp turns. The present strategy therefore differs radically from those presented in previous studies featuring constant pre-specified saccades [33] , saccade durations based on a Gaussian distribution [14] or saccades which were modulated qualitatively using the OF to avoid obstacles efficiently [13, 32, 34] .
Our present simulation makes a robot capable of negotiating sharp turns by endowing it successively with:
• an intersaccadic system based on a dual OF regulator controlling the robot's speed while keeping a constant course between two successive saccades by means of a heading-lock system [18] , • a saccadic system responding to any frontal obstacles detected by triggering body saccades and updating the heading set-point by visually estimating the angle of incidence î between the robot and the frontal obstacle.
In section 2, the simulation set-up and the SFAH equipped to perform 8 local OF measurements are described in detail. In section 3, our bio-inspired autopilot is presented in detail. In section 4, we describe the trajectories of a SFAH equipped with our bio-inspired autopilot, which were simulated in challenging corridors comprising Ljunctions, U-turns, and S-shaped turns. In section 5, the potential advantages of our bio-inspired autopilot as a means of achieving autonomous robotic navigation are discussed, along with new biological hypotheses.
Simulation methods
All the computer-simulated experiments were carried out on a standard computer running the MATLAB/Simulink© software program at a sampling frequency of 2kHz. This robotic simulation was based on a realistic dynamic model of the hovercraft (about the surge, sway, and yaw axes) (Fig. 1a) including the Coriolis effects.
Neither the texture on the walls nor the phototransduction processes involved were taken into account in the simulations in order to save computational resources because bees' behaviors (centering response [1] and bees' speed control [20] ) were not texture-or contrast-dependent. In addition, the authors of electrophysiological studies on honeybees' motion sensitive neurons, which have been called velocity-tuned neurons (VT neurons), have established that their responses were closely correlated with the motion of the patterns [6] . Models for visual motion detection showing texture-and contrast-independence can be found in [36] [37] [38] which differ from the Hassenstein-Reichardt model (HR correlator) originally developed in 1956 [39] .
Optoelectronic Local Motion Sensors (LMSs) measuring the OF were simulated here using a black-box model including their optical and temporal characteristics [37, 38] : the inter-photoreceptor angle ∆ϕ, ∆t range, ∆t quantification and the effects of noise on the OF measurements .
Simulated 2-D environment
The 2-D environment was simulated by taking a 6000x6000 binary matrix coding with a spatial resolution of 1mm. The SFAH can therefore navigate in a simulated environment 6x6m in size. The binary value '1' simulates the walls of the environment. This environment matrix was used to find the distance D ϕ from the local OF measurement pointing at the azimuthal angle ϕ to the nearest obstacle (Fig. 1b) .
Physical model of the hovercraft mimicking flying insects' locomotor mode
Throughout this study, the wind will be not considered. Our hovercraft (Fig. 1a) is fully actuated by four thrusters driving it the 3 DOFs on the horizontal plane: (i) the two rear thrusters drive the hovercraft along the surge axis, (ii) a pair of lateral thrusters drives the robot along the sway axis, and (iii) the two rear thrusters that are also controlled differentially, drive the robot around the ψ-axis (see [18] for details). A SFAH (Fig. 1b) is an attractive vehicle because the forward speed V f and the side speed V s are uncoupled in the 2-D horizontal plane,
in line with what occurs in bees along the surge axis [40] and the sway axis [41] . The equations of motion, including the Coriolis effects, can be written as follows in the local frame of the hovercraft:
These equations include 8 parameters: the mass m (857g), the moment of inertia J (0.0125kg·m 2 ), the moment arm r (0.095m), the linear surgeζ f and sway ζ s , and rotational µ viscous friction coefficients, whose values depend on the lift fan control signal (tables I and II) assuming that ζ f = ζ s and noted ζ in table I, the input voltage U batt (8.2V), and K T (0.094N/V), the static gain relating the thruster's force to the voltage applied. All the transfer functions used in the simulations are described in table I, which corresponds to figure 4 in the study by [18] .
Optic flow generated by the hovercraft's own motion
The hovercraft travels over a flat-floored corridor with bends. The local OF generated throughout the azimuthal angle ϕ (denoted ω ϕ ) was computed as follows, based on the geometry of the corridor, the position of the SFAH and its motion [42] :
where D ϕ is the distance from the wall at the azimuthal angle ϕ, V f and V s are the forward and side speeds, respectively, and
• Ψ is the robot's yaw velocity (Fig. 1b) .
The hovercraft perceives both the translational and rotational OFs (Eq. 2). However, any yaw disturbance will introduce a rotational OF component (
2), which will be quickly compensated for by a custommade heading-lock system controlling the rear thrusters differentially in the closed-loop mode ( Fig. 4A in [18] ).
The yaw rate feedback loop adjusts the robot's yaw rate so as to keep the yaw rotational velocity as low as possible via a micro-gyrometer, which makes the robot experience purely translational OF [18] .
Local motion sensors on the simulated hovercraft
The Local Motion Sensors (LMSs) were simulated in the present study using theoretical local OF measurements, to which we added a Gaussian noise and a temporal resolution observed in the robotic model. The Gaussian noise is defined by a normal distribution N(µ = 0,σ = 0.55ms). A temporal resolution of 0.5ms is applied on the theoretical time lag ∆t in order to generate jitter in the OF measurements at high OF, as found to occur in physical robots' OF sensors [38] . The simulated LMS refreshes the OF measurements at a sampling rate of 12Hz: this average refresh rate was assessed during LMS characterization under good indoor lighting conditions [43] . A sine-law gradient (Eq. 3, already used by [44] was introduced into the inter-receptor angle ∆φ φ of each of the 8 LMSs (hence, 8 local OF measurements) in our minimalistic visual system ( Fig. 1c) to mimic insects' compound eye [45] .
The inter-receptor angles ∆φ φ were therefore smaller in the frontal part of the visual system than in the lateral part (Table III) as observed in the honeybee's compound eye [45] .
Bio-inspired autopilot

The intersaccadic system: forward and side control systems while keeping a constant heading
A dual OF regulator controls the surge and sway axes of our SFAH [18] . It requires only two feedback signals (denoted ω Rmeas and ω Lmeas ) originating from the two sides of the FOV, and each OF regulator has its own OF set-point:
(i) the first lateral OF regulator is a unilateral OF regulator that adjusts the hovercraft's lateral thrust so as to keep the higher of the two lateral OFs perceived equal to the sideways OF set-point (noted ω setSide ). The outcome is that the distance to the nearest wall becomes proportional to the hovercraft's forward speed V f , as determined in (ii).
(ii) the second lateral OF regulator is a bilateral OF regulator, which adjusts the hovercraft's forward thrust so as to keep the sum of the two OF measurements (right and left) equal to a forward OF set-point (denoted ω setFwd ).
As the result of these two intertwined feedback loops, the forward speed:
-tends to be proportional to the local corridor width in straight or diverging corridors because the OF measurements originate mainly from facets oriented at azimuthal angles of ±90°,
-or tends to be adjusted in converging corridors with respect to frontolateral obstacles because the highest OF measurements originate mainly from facets oriented at azimuthal angles of ±30°.
The present SFAH was equipped with a set of 8 facets oriented at azimuthal angles of ±90°, ±45°, ±30°, and ±15° (Fig. 1c) . Facets at angles of ±90°, ±45°, and ±30° were used to generate the two feedback signals feeding the dual OF regulator. The lateral FOV was restricted to azimuthal angles of ±30° because it was established that the OF measured in regions facing towards the frontolateral part of the FOV have a strong impact on the flight speed [21, 23, 27] . The visual feedback signals ω Lmeas or ω Rmeas were computed using an frontolateral OF criterion originating from eyes facing at angles of ±30°, ±45° and ±90° in line with Eq. 5, i.e., by taking the maximum value of the OF measurements weighted with a set of static gains K φ computed as follows: 
The forward (ω setFwd = 130°/s) and sideways (ω setSide = 90°/s) OF set-points were chosen with a view to reaching a safe forward speed V f∞ = 0.48m/s (Eq. 6) and a safe distance from the nearest lateral wall D ±90°∞ = 0.31m (Eq. 7) in the steady state, with a given corridor width of D = 1m.
3.2. Saccadic system: yaw control system
Detection of frontal obstacles triggering body saccades
To make the robot capable of avoiding a forthcoming frontal collision, the FOV was divided into its frontolateral and frontal parts. The two facets oriented at azimuthal angles of ±15° were allocated to the frontal part of the FOV. The OF measured with the ±15° facets increases monotonically with the distance from a frontal obstacle, thus making it possible to detect imminent frontal collisions (see the 'saccade initiation' block in Fig. 2a ) and to trigger a body saccade with a higher level of priority than the intersaccadic system.
If the robot's side speed V s and yaw velocity • Ψ are both null, the robot's speed will be aligned with its own body axis. It can therefore be proved that the sum of the two symmetrical OFs with respect to the body axis (Eq. 8) can be defined as an index to the OF divergence and is therefore inversely proportional to the Time-ToContact (TTC) (see Eq. 9).
where ω ϕ is the OF generated throughout the azimuthal angle ϕ, V f is the robot's forward speed and D 0° is the distance to the obstacle at ϕ = 0°. The TTC can therefore be calculated as follows:
The sum of the OF generated throughout the ±15° azimuthal angles can therefore be used to trigger a body saccade at an angle determined by the OF outputs when the sum ω 15°+ ω -15° is greater than a given threshold value. With ϕ = 15°:
1 15 15 ω ω (10) In all our simulations, the threshold value was fixed at 35°/s, corresponding to a TTC = 0.82s (e.g., a robot moving at a V f = 0.61m/s towards an obstacle 1m ahead). The TTC threshold value depends directly on the robot's yaw time constant τ ψ . Assuming τ ψ ≈ 72ms (under u LiftFan = 36%, see table II), since this time constant is more than 11 times smaller than the TTC value, the robot will be able to reach its new steady state heading without colliding with the frontal obstacles encountered. The main advantage of using the OF divergence to detect imminent collision is that this criterion (Eq. 10) does not depend on the geometry of the corridor or the robot's orientation with respect to the corridor.
Estimation of the angle of incidence used to compute the new heading angle
An OF-based algorithm was developed for estimating the angle of incidence i (Fig. 1d) between the robot's longitudinal axis and a frontal obstacle (see the 'angle of incidence estimation' block in Fig. 2a) . It can be proved from Fig. 1d that the distance D ±φ from an obstacle at an azimuthal angle ±φ is:
Assuming that both the robot's side speed V s and its yaw velocity
• Ψ are null, the robot's speed is aligned with its own body axis. It can therefore be proved that: (12) and then from equations (8) and (12) Fig. 2a) . The updated heading set-point Ψ set-point causes the robot to travel forward in parallel with a surface after its body saccade (Fig. 2a) .
The method used here to estimate the angle of incidence (Eq. 14) requires only two symmetrical local OF measurements around the focus of expansion. In this study, the angle of incidence i is estimated only with the robot's facets oriented at an angle of ±30° (see Eq. 15 and the 'angle of incidence estimation' block in Fig. 2a ).
This gives a better estimate of the incidence angle iˆ than that obtained when the facets are oriented at an angle of ±15°, which is very sensitive to noise and to small measurement errors. Facets oriented at ±45° are too laterally positioned to be able to look simultaneously at a single frontal obstacle. Our choice of ±30° between the facets therefore constitutes the best trade-off between ±15° and ±45° as values of the angle of incidence iˆ. Lastly, a minimum ISI = 2.25s prevents any new body saccades from being triggered immediately after the previous one (Fig. 2a) . The dynamic constraint about the minimum ISI value depends on both the TTC and the response time of the heading-lock system in the closed loop mode (Tr) as follows:
• ISI ≥ TTC: TTC value is set at 0.82s as explained in §3.2.1 presenting the detection of frontal obstacles,
• ISI ≥ Tr: the minimum ISI value required to be higher than the response time of the heading-lock system in the closed loop mode (Tr = 2.2s as in Fig. 3g ).
However, as the body saccade is defined in terms of angles, the inhibition time of the intersaccadic system ( Fig.   2b ) was not constant in our simulations because it depends on the yaw dynamics (Table II) . The body saccades were therefore generated in the closed loop mode. An overview of the full control scheme can be seen in figure   2b showing the inputs and the outputs of each subsystem controlling each of three DOFs of the robot.
Results of the simulations
The corridor width used here was similar to that used in ethological experiments on bees. The SFAH was tested in corridors ranging from 0.8m to 1.2m in width as described in §4.1 and §4.2, and then in a tapered corridor ranging from 0.8m to 2.6m in width as described in §4.3, and lastly in a challenging corridor including a 0.8m-wide S-shaped turn, as described in §4.4.
Corridor-following in the presence of a 45° bend
The full control scheme (Fig. 2b) was first tested onboard our SFAH travelling along a 1-meter wide corridor in which a 45° bend was located 2.5m from the starting-point (Fig. 3a) . Starting at various initial positions, our SFAH was found to be able to follow an angular corridor (Fig. 3a) . Some of the parameters of our SFAH ( At t = 6.6s, the sum of the OF measurements performed while facing at an angle of ±15° reaches the OF threshold value (Fig. 3f) : the saccade generator turns off the intersaccadic system (Fig. 2b ) and jointly triggers a body saccade turn by updating the heading set-point Ψ set-point computed by the saccade generator (Fig. 2a) , and therefore, by adding an angle of 29° to the previous heading set-point Ψ set-point = 90° (Fig. 3e) . The angle of incidence î (Eq. 15) is not correctly estimated here by the visual system because the two local OF measurements oriented at an angle of ±30° are not obtained while facing the same frontal wall (the front one is at an angle of +30°, and the right one, at an angle of -30°) at the moment when the angle î is estimated (Eq. 15), which generates a small bias of 16° (Fig. 3e) . At t = 9.2s, the robot reaches its new heading set-point Ψ set-point = 119°
( Fig. 3e ) and the intersaccadic system is again turned on, but at t = 10s, since the robot is too near the right wall, a second saccade with an amplitude of 30° (Fig. 3f) is triggered (Fig. 3e) . At t = 12.6s, the robot reaches its final heading set-point Ψ set-point = 149° (Fig. 3e) , the intersaccadic system is again turned on and the robot adopts wallfollowing behavior (Fig. 3b) . It can again be observed that the robot is able to follow the left wall, even if it was not travelling perfectly in parallel with the wall (Fig. 3b) .
Wall-following behavior in a maze containing several L-junctions
The full control scheme (Fig. 2b) was also tested onboard our SFAH in a corridor with a mean length of 17m and a variable width (D = 0.8m in Fig. 4a ; D = 1.2m in Fig. 4b ; D = 1m in Fig. 4c ) containing four L-junctions.
Starting at various initial positions, our SFAH was able to travel along a maze (Fig. 4a-c proportion to the width of the corridor, as found to occur in flying insects [20] [21] [22] [23] 27] .
The blue trajectory shown in figure 4d was selected from the set of 7 trajectories presented in figure 4c.
The hovercraft images superimposed on this trajectory give the SFAH's position and its orientation at every 2.8s. It can be seen from figure 4d that our SFAH succeeded in swiftly negotiating a challenging 1-meter wide corridor including no less than four L-junctions via either their salient angle (90°) or their returning angle (270°). It can be seen from this trajectory (Fig. 4d ) that the SFAH's speed was relatively constant along the straight sections of the corridor, while its heading was updated at each L-junction.
Performances of our intersaccadic system in terms of the speed control
The mean speed is V = 0.35 ± 0.21m/s along the trajectory shown in figure 4d . However, if we consider the first straight section of the corridor in figure 4d , we obtain V = 0.47 ± 0.07m/s at 2.2s ≤ t ≤ 10s, which is similar to the values predicted by equation 6. Our intersaccadic system therefore ensures that a speed is maintained constant in the straight section, whereas the speed and side control signals are clamped to zero in the angular section, forcing the speed to decrease when the absolute value of the orientation error is upper than 2° (Fig. 2b) .
Performances of our intersaccadic system in terms of the distance control
The mean distance is D 90° = 1.01 ± 1.15m and D -90° = 0.76 ± 1.02m along the trajectory shown in figure   4d , whereas the minimum distance is min{D 90°( t); D -90° (t)} = 0.32 ± 0.09m along this same trajectory: the fact that this minimum distance is close to those predicted by equation 7 shows that our intersaccadic system is able to maintain a constant distance from the nearest lateral wall at a given corridor width.
Following a corridor with a tapering angle of 27° and a 63° bend
In the third simulated experiment, the bio-inspired autopilot was tested (Fig. 2b) onboard our SFAH in a converging/diverging corridor (corresponding to a tapering angle of 27°) with a 0.80-meter wide straight section (oriented at an angle of 63°) located midway. Starting at various initial positions, our SFAH proved to be able to navigate successfully along a challenging corridor (Fig. 5a) . Figure 5b shows a SFAH's trajectory selected from the set of 8 trajectories shown in figure 5a . The forward speed profile in figure 5c shows that the robot's speed is either adjusted to ensure environmental clearance or held constant at a straight junction, or even slowed down drastically during saccades. Since the frontolateral ±30° facets detect the lateral OF before the lateral ±90° facets, the robot can be said to be endowed with a kind of prediction horizon [18] that helps it to reject lateral disturbances in a highly converging section, as observed to occur in insects flying along corridors with a variable width [1, 21, 23, 27] .
Travelling through an S-shaped turn
In the fourth simulated experiment, the full control scheme (Fig. 2b) was tested onboard our SFAH in a corridor comprising a 0.8m-wide S-shaped turn. Starting at various initial positions and orientations, our SFAH proved to be able to travel successfully along an S-shaped corridor (Fig. 6a) . Body saccades occurred along the whole Sshaped turn (Fig. 6b) , as also reported by [27] in the case of blowflies. A typical robot trajectory (Fig. 6c ) was compared with a typical blowfly trajectory (Fig. 6d) in a similar corridor configuration; similar behavior was observed in both cases, despite the huge difference in term of the inertia. Most of the simulated trajectories involved four saccades (Fig. 6e ) of various amplitudes ranging between 30° and 90° (Fig. 6f) , which is reminiscent of the findings obtained on blowflies [27] . Lastly, we compared the changes with time in the body yaw angle (in the case of the SFAH in Fig. 6g and that of the blowfly in Fig. 6h ) in an S-shaped corridor, in which 5 yaw body-saccades were required to overcome the S-shaped turn. In figures 6g-h, the body orientation profile was similar in both cases: our biorobotic approach therefore yielded a better understanding of this aspect of insects' flight.
Discussion
What is not insect-like and what is insect-like in our model
The present model is not insect-like in the following respects:
-The model is limited to the horizontal plane. Insects fly in 3 dimensions.
-The model only includes 16 photoreceptors, 8 local OF measurements and 2 fused wide-field OF measurements. Insects may be endowed with more than one thousand pixels performing local OF measurements, as well as dozens of wide-field neurons sensitive to the OF.
-The model does not include any artificial spiking neurons. Insects are equipped with both depolarizing (analog processing) neurons and spiking neurons.
-The SFAH's inertia is 10,000 times greater than that of flies.
The present model is insect-like in the following respects:
-Like insects, the model obeys a holonomic locomotor mode in the horizontal plane, where the three DOFs (forward, sideward and yaw) are uncoupled [40, 41 ].
-The model has an insect-like minimalistic compound eye which is sensitive to the OF [44] .
-The gradient of the eye's inter-ommatidial angle is included in the model of the OF measurement [45] .
-The minimalistic compound eye can be subdivided into frontolateral and frontal regions [21] .
-All the sensors used in the model have biological counterparts in insects: the OF is sensed by the compound eye [4] [5] [6] 37, 46] , the mechanical rotational speed is sensed by the halteres, the heading angle with respect to a global frame is sensed by the dorsal rim or the ocelli [1, 7] .
-Like insects, the model requires no groundspeed or distance measurements.
-The model accounts for insects' ability to cope with various tunnel widths and configurations [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] 26, 27] .
Robotic contribution
The novel OF-based autopilot presented here enables a SFAH to accomplish collision-avoidance manoeuvers in complex corridors comprising U-turns and S-shaped turn. The present bio-inspired autopilot uses the OF and a heading-lock system to perform corridor-following tasks without having to use any conventional metric sensors such as active distance sensors or speed sensors. Frontolateral obstacles are detected by means of a minimalistic visual system involved in an intersaccadic system based on a dual OF regulator responsible for the robot's translations ( §3.1), and frontal obstacles are detected by means of two local OF measurements oriented at an azimuthal angle of ±15° involved in a saccadic system ( §3.2). Simulation results prove the efficiency of this saccadic system, in which the robot's angle of incidence (Eq. 15) with respect to the frontal obstacle is used to turn of the correct angle to make the robot follow the next wall.
This bio-inspired autopilot including both intersaccadic and saccadic systems is the first step toward designing a deft, lightweight, power-lean visuomotor control system that could be implemented on novel free-flying insectlike tiny robots [47] by extending the FOV to the ventral and dorsal parts [23, 34] . In addition, the present simulated visual processing system meet the low requirements of the recent curved artificial compound eyes called CurvACE [48] . For this purpose, CurvACE would require an inter-receptor sinus gradient (Eq. 3).
Biological contribution
This is the first visuomotor control scheme including both intersaccadic and saccadic systems (Fig. 2) which possibly accounts for insects' flight behavior in complex corridors comprising apparent L-junctions [26] , or S-shaped turn [27] . The robot's maximum rotational velocity (in this case, 50°/s) is therefore much lower than that of flying insects (up to 3000°/s in [11, 27] ), that is why our SFAH requires a large ISI lasting several seconds (as compared with about 100ms in the blowfly [27] ) to force the robot to reduce its speed down to almost zero in order to avoid a frontal obstacle. However, our SFAH does not decelerate before performing a body saccade but only during the saccade, as blowflies have been found to do [10, 27] , and a sideways drift can occur due to
Coriolis effects, as occurs in blowflies [10] , which is not compensated for in our model (Fig. 2b) during rotations but only during translations, as suggested by previous authors in their model for a blowfly (called the "CyberFly" [13] ). Our biological hypothesis was tested onboard a SFAH mimicking the locomotion mode of honeybees, whose surge and sway dynamics are uncoupled on both the surge axis [40] and the sway axis [41] .
Besides, our simulated visual system was equipped with 8 local OF measurements set at similar inter-receptor angles to those detected in the honeybee's compound eye [45] , and the OF measurement range was also in the range of that observed in the VT neurons studied in bees [6] . Our biorobotic approach therefore helps to understand the flight strategy at work in blowflies as well as how HSE-cells might be involved in controlling horizontal turns. The HSE-cells [4] are sensitive to horizontal movements and show maximum sensitivity at φ = ±15° [46] , corresponding to the orientations in which the present autopilot measures the OF in order to compute the incidence angle î (Eq. 15).
The present SFAH is equipped with a heading-lock system which keeps its heading constant between two saccades; in flying insects, a similar system based on polarized light cues may exist [1, 7] .
Conclusion
The novel bio-inspired autopilot for performing corridor-following tasks developed in this study enables a SFAH to travel along complex corridors on the basis of OF cues without ever having to measure the speed or the distance from the walls. In many respects, our SFAH mimics insects' locomotor abilities and the visual processes at work when they are flying on the horizontal plane. By subdividing the FOV into frontolateral and frontal zones, our bio-inspired autopilot equipped with both intersaccadic and saccadic systems makes our SFAH travel forward, sideways, and turn using only a set of 8 local OF measurements. Our present saccadic system differs considerably from the strategies proposed in previous studies in that it triggers body saccades defined in terms of a quantified saccade angle which is estimated on the basis of just a few local OF measurements. The biorobotic approach enables us to "kill two birds with one stone", because it yields robotic solutions which require much fewer pixels than conventional approach, while providing a possible explanation for free-flying insects' ability to travel safely along complex unknown corridors. Tables   Table I. Transfer functions in figure 4 in the study by Roubieu et al 2014 [18] Table II (Fig. 2a) .
